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Probabilistic approach to the design of spread footings: application of Eurocode 7
Approche probabilistique à la conception des semelles filantes: application de l´Eurocode 7

K. Du Thinh
Ramböll Sverige AB, Gothenburg, Sweden

ABSTRACT
A probabilistic approach to the design and performance of spread footings is presented to illustrate the essence of Eurocode 7.  The

study includes loading tests of large model strip footings resting on, or imbedded in, a non-cohesive soil. The soil used in the tests
was thoroughly investigated in the laboratory using different triaxial testing techniques. Probabilistic analysis of the performance of
the footings has been conducted to account for the uncertainties of the failure loads and the material characteristics. The latter is due
to different loading test series and laboratory testing methods. The probabilistic analysis is conducted according to the First Order
Reliability Method (FORM) on one hand, and according to the improved Second Order Reliability Method (SORM) on the other. The
study shows that insights into the topical geotechnical problem as well as the probabilistic approach to safety are necessary to make a
proper selection of the characteristic soil parameters and the corresponding partial safety factors.

RÉSUMÉ
    Une étude de la conception et de la performance des semelles filantes a été abordée utilisant une methode probabilistique dans le
but d’illustrer l’essence de l’ Eucode 7. L’étude comprend des essais sur grandes maquettes, soit posées sur la surface d’un sol
sableux, soit enfouillies dans le sable fin. Des essais triaxiaux ont été effectués suivant différentes methodes de préparation des
échantions pour étudier le matériau. L’analyse probabilistique tient compte des incertitudes dans la mesure des charges de rupture et
dans celle des charactéristiques du materiau. Ces incertitudes viennent des différents essais de chargement et aussi des methodes
d’essai au laboratoire. Les méthodes d’analyse sont la methode d’étude de fiabilité de premier et de second ordre (FORM, SORM).
Cette étude montre qu’il est necessaire non seulement de bien saisir le problème de géotechnique à traiter mais aussi de bien
comprendre la methologie probabilistique pour pouvoir selectioner correctement les paramètres charactéristiques du sol et les
coefficients de sécurité partiels.

1 AIMS AND SCOPE OF THE WORK

A geotechnical design according to the eurocode EC7 is based
on the selection of characteristic values of loadings and material
parameters and the corresponding partial safety factors. The aim
is to obtain a sufficiently reliable design. The EC7 rules and
recommendations emanate from a probabilistic approach to
safety, and geotechnical engineers should have an insight into
the probabilistic methodology in order to correctly apply them.
For this purpose well documented field and laboratory tests are
presented herein and then analysed using the First Order and
Second Order Reliability Methods (FORM and SORM).

2 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

The experimental work included loading tests on large  model
footings and laboratory investigations of the test soil.

2.1 Loading tests

Loading tests on four strip footings were carried out on a pre-
pared fine sand fill. Vertical loads were applied either at the
centre of the footing or at an eccentric point in the width direc-
tion, 38 mm from the centre. The plane strain conditions were
brought about with the help of two dummy footings, one placed
at each side of the one to be tested, which was monitored with
instruments. The dummy footings as well as the test footing

were identical cubes of concrete 0.30 m to the side and weigh-
ing 0.65 kN. All the three blocks were loaded in exactly the
same manner. This arrangement proved to be satisfactory: the
edges of the adjacent footings had the same displacements
within ±3% of the mean, failure occurred simultaneously, and
the rupture lines on the soil surface ran parallel with the length
of the footings (Du Thinh, 1984).

The test pit was a massive concrete cavity of internal dimen-
sion 5m x 2 m x 2.15 m (deep) constructed directly on bedrock.
The fine sand was deposited by layers and compacted with a
0.46 m wide vibrating plate. Controls of water content and den-
sity were performed and different preparation procedures tested
to find a technique that ensured a fill as homogeneous as possi-
ble for each loading test. Considering all the tests, the unit
weight of dry soil, �d, had a mean of 15.60 kN/m3 and standard
deviation of 0.20 kN/m3: �d = 15.60 ± 0.20 kN/m3. The figures
for the water content were: w = 0.041 ± 0.003.

The first loading test – named S00FS – was carried out with
the blocks placed directly on the horizontal soil surface and
loaded vertically and centrically. In the other 3 tests the vertical
load acted eccentrically. The eccentricity was kept constant and
equal to 0.038m, thus the tests differed from each other only
with respect to the embedment depth D.

Table 1: Strip Footings:  Embedment depth D and effective width B’

Case D (m) ’ (m) Case D (m) ’ (m)

S00FS 0.000 0.300 S11FS 0.300 0.224
S01FS 0.000 0.224 S21FS 0.600 0.224
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The footings were loaded stepwise until rupture. The failure
loads were then determined according to the End Tangent
Method (ETM) on one hand (Jacobsen et al., 1980), and Brinch
Hansen’s 90% criterion (BH90) on the other (Hansen, 1970). In
both methods a load-settlement curve is drawn first. According
to ETM, the load obtained at the intersection of the load axis
with the tangent at the end portion of the curve is considered as
the failure load. The BH90 method defines the failure load, Qf,

as the load under which the settlement is twice as large as that
caused by a load Q = 0.90 Qf. In this test series, the failure load
according to ETM is usually lower than that determined by
BH90. In this article, the mean between these two values is
utilized and half the difference between them taken as a meas-
ure of uncertainty. In Table 2 the failure load is referred to the
effective footing area per unit length A’ = B’· 1.

Table 2: Experimentally determined failure pressure qf, exp

Case m

kPa kPa
/m xm

kPa
S00FS 360 10 0.0278 359.86
S01FS 327 15 0.0459 326.66
S11FS 759 27 0.0356 758.52
S21FS 1317 45 0.0342 1316.23

Notes:  m = mean; � = standard deviation; xm = median

2.2 The test soil

The fine sand utilized in the loading tests has regular round
grain; the unit weight of the soil particle is �s = 26.40 kN/m3.
The other classification parameters are: diameter at 50% passing
d50 = 0.12 mm; coefficient of uniformity Cu = d60 /d10 = 2;
minimum and maximum void ratio: emin = 0.520, emax = 0.860.
The corresponding maximum and minimum unit weight of dry
soil are: max �d = 17.40 kN/m3, min �d = 14.20 kN/m3.

The material was thoroughly tested in the laboratory. Sev-
eral series of compression triaxial tests were conducted with
great care at cell pressures �3 = 50, 100, 200 kPa. In the first se-
ries the samples were prepared according to the Light Tamping
Method (LTM), in the second according to the Under Compac-
tion Method (UCM), and in the third according to the Sand
Raining Method (SRM). For details, see Du Thinh, 2001. Inde-
pendently of the methods, the investigator always tried to
achieve homogeneity and reproducibility of the samples. In or-
der to compare the results from the different testing methods,
the investigator evaluated the empirical expression e·tan�´=
constant for each method. In this expression e is the initial void
ratio of the sample and �´ the friction angle. The results ob-
tained were consistent within each method, but they differed
noticeably from one method to another. The results from all test
series which included 28 tests led to a mean value m = 0.505
and a standard deviation � = 0.030 for the expression e·tan�´.

3 PROBABILISTIC ANALYSES

An investigation into the effects of uncertainties in the soil
properties; that is into the significance of the selection of char-
acteristic values of soil parameters and the corresponding partial
safety factors requires a probabilistic analysis of the problem at
hand. The probabilistic analysis conducted in this work is suc-
cinctly described below.

3.1 Outlines of the reliability methods utilized in this work

The probabilistic analysis conducted here belongs to the
class of first order and second order reliability method (FORM
and SORM).

The mechanical state of a loaded footing can be described by
the state function (also called failure function)

g(X) = BC – AP                                                                       (1)

where AP is the acting pressure, BC the bearing capacity ac-
cording to EC7 prEN 1997-1:2003 (E) annex D, and X the vec-
tor of the variables Xi (i = 1, 2... n) that govern the problem.
Details about these variables will be dealt with later in the sto-
chastic model. In the X-space, g(x) = 0 defines the failure or
limit state surface (LSS). It delimits the safe region where g(x)
is positive from the failure region where g(x) is negative. (No-
tice: a capital letter denotes a random variable, the correspond-
ing small letter its realization, thus xi and ui are the realizations
of the two random variables Xi and Ui, respectively).

In the analysis, a proper probability distribution transforma-
tion has to be performed on the vector X to obtain a vector U of
independent standard normal variables. The state function is
then rewritten in the U-space, and the computations are done to
search for the point A (u*

i) on the LSS that has the shortest dis-
tance to the origin O of the U-space. That point is called the de-
sign point. Its coordinates are u*

i. The minimum distance just
found is the reliability index :

min( ui
*2

i 1

n

� )0.5
             for {u: g(u) � 0}                          (2)

The unit vector on OA has the components �i (i = 1,
2…n). A �i value is a measure of the influence of the variable ui

on the solution; it is called sensitivity factor for that variable.
A back transformation from U onto X gives the coordinates

x*
i of the design point in the X-space. The design value x*

i is
related to the corresponding characteristic value x c, i by the
partial safety factor (PSF) �i. The definition in the structural re-
liability analysis software utilized here is:

i = x*
i /  x c, i   or     x*

i = i · x c, i                                              (3)

Notice that the above definition is the inverse of the definition
adopted in geotechnical practice as far as (resistant) soil pa-
rameters are concerned. Eq. (3) expresses the degree of mobili-
zation of the soil shear strength in a given design situation.
    In the U-space the variables are normally distributed, and
there exists a one-one relation between the reliability index
and the probability of failure Pf if the LSS is linear:

Pf = � (- )   � Pf  

� is the standard normal distribution function.
When performing FORM the LSS is linearized at the design

point using a tangential hyperplane. Such an approximation
usually yields results that are sufficiently accurate in engineer-
ing practice. The solution can be improved with SORM which
accounts for the curvatures of the LSS at the design point. A
more detailed and rigorous treatment of the subject can be found
in the book by Ditlevsen & Madsen (1996).

3.2 The stochastic model: input data

This work is concerned with the bearing capacity of a strip
footing with a flat horizontal base. The foundation rests on, or is
embedded in, cohesionless soil, and is acted upon by a vertical
load. Both centric and eccentric loading cases are considered.
The state function takes the explicit form:

g(X) = 0.5 ´ B’ N  q’ Nq – LF · qf, exp                                     (5)

´ = effective unit weight the soil below the foundation level
B’ = effective foundation width
q’ = effective overburden pressure at the foundation level
Nq = e  tan ´ tan2 (45 + �´/2)
N    q – 1) tan �´         where �´ = friction angle of the soil
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LF = loading factor for parametric study (0 < LF � 1)
qf, exp = experimentally determined ultimate mean pressure from
foundation base to the subsoil.

The vector of basic variables X comprises all the quantities
– deterministic and stochastic - that are necessary to compute
the state of the footing according to eq.(5). In the actual loading
tests, uncertainties resided essentially only in the soil parame-
ters: unit weight of dry soil, �d , water content of soil, w, and the
product void ratio times tangent of friction angle, e·tan�´.
These variables are assumed to have a log-normal distribution.
As to the ultimate pressure gained from loading test, qf, exp, it
was first considered as a log-normal variable, then in the simpli-
fied analysis as a constant equal to the mean value.

Table 3: Stochastic model for soil properties. Lognormal distribution
Variable Unit m /m xm

�d kN/m3 15.600 0.200 0.0128 15.599
w 1 0.041 0.003 0.0732 0.0409
e·tan�´ 1 0.505 0.030 0.0594 0.5041

Notes: m = mean;  standard deviation; xm = median

The width of the footing and the embedment depth were well
controlled and are treated here as deterministic quantities.

In the analyses, two other constants are utilized: the unit
weight of the soil particle s = 26.40 kN/m3 and the conversion
factor CF = 1.10 for converting a triaxial friction angle into a
plane strain friction angle: �´pl CF · �´tr.

3.3 Results

The state function formulated in eq. (5) allows analysing the
different steps of a loading test through the variation of the
loading factor LF, say from 0.20 to 1.0.  When LF =1, rupture
actually occurred in the loading test. Notice that the inverse of
LF equals the global safety factor SF (= 1/LF).
   Figures 1-2 show the results obtained for the footing S11FS.
As expected, the reliability index � decreases non-linearly with
the loading and the failure probability Pf increases non-linearly.
At LF =  0.25 (i.e. SF = 4),  for example,  � = 3.312  and  Pf =
� (-3.312) = 4.63·10-4. This means that the reliability at that
loading level is very high: R = 1 – Pf � 1. When LF attains the
value 0.63 (i.e. SF � 1.59), the reliability index nearly vanishes,
� = 0.016 � 0.0, and there is practically a 50% failure probabi-
lity: Pf = 0.493 � 0.50. As the loading proceeds, the design point
moves into the failure region, and � becomes negative while Pf

becomes larger than 0.50.

Figure 1. Reliability index � Vs. Loading Factor LF. Footing S11FS

The variation of the partial safety factors (PSF) for the soil
parameters with the loading can readily be seen in Figure 3. The
PSF are computed with regards to the characteristic values
which are set equal to the means in this analysis, see Table 3.
The curve pertaining to the variable e·tan�´ illustrates clearly

the gradual mobilization of the soil strength. At LF = 0.25,
�e·tan�´ = 0.841, and at LF = 0.63, �e·tan�´ = 1.000.

Figure 2. Failure Probability Pf Vs. Loading Factor LF. Footing S11FS

A higher loading intensity (LF > 0.63) requires soil strength
higher than the characteristic one, and rupture actually occurred
as the required soil strength exceeded the characteristic strength
by about 7.3% : �e·tan�´ = 1.073 at LF = 1. As to the variable �d

(unit weight of dry soil), the increase of its PSF with the loading
is much lesser pronounced: from 0.979 to 1.008 when LF passes
from 0.25 to 1.0. The third soil parameter, w (water content),
has a constant PSF equal to unity.

Figure 3.  Partial Safety Factors Vs. Loading Factor LF. Footing S11FS

The above results are consistent with the fact that the sensi-
tivity factor for e·tan�´ is high, the one for �d smaller, and the
one for w negligible. And this holds true for all the loading
steps: �e·tan�´ = 0.8663, ��d = 0.4995, and �w = 0.0084 give
	(�i)

2 = 1.
      The analysis of the other loading tests yields similar results.
The pattern is the same, only the numerical values differ from
case to case. All the results are further evaluated and presented
in Fig. 4-7. These figures represent the projection on the (�d -
e·tan�´) plane of the different design points as the loading pro-
gresses stepwise from 0.25 to 1.0. Also the reliability index and
the mobilized plane friction angle are given at each loading
step. For ease of interpretation the loading steps are chosen to
correspond to global safety factors SF = 4, 3, 2.5, 2, 1.5, 1.25,
and 1.0.

Notice that the reliability index � approaches zero in the
loading range LF = 0.60 ± 0.05 which corresponds to a global
safety factor SF � 1.5 to 1.8. This means that the theoretical
failure loads are noticeably lower than the actual ones.

Table 4. Values of loading factor LF for � � + 0.0
Case LF Case LF

S00FS 0.67 S11FS 0.63
S01FS 0.55 S21FS 0.59
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Figure 4. Design points in (�d - e·tan�´) plane. Case S11FS

4 CONCLUSIONS

The analysis reported herein illustrates the probabilistic ap-
proach to geotechnical design which is the essence of the EC7.
It gives an insight into the relationships between a state function
g(x), the reliability index �, the failure probability Pf , and the
coordinates of the design point (i.e. the design values) for a
given set of basic variables. The latter are input data that can be
described by their means, standard deviations, and an (assumed)
distribution function, e.g. a log-normal distribution. Another in-
put is the characteristic values. These are related to the design
values by the partial safety factors (PSF).

In normal engineering practice, the geotechnical engineer
has to select a set of characteristic values and the corresponding
PSF, hoping to obtain in the end a design that satisfies a pre-
scribed reliability level. This task used to be done following
recommendations by professional organizations. The author be-
lieves that many more probabilistic analyses of well docu-
mented field tests should be carried out and published together
with deterministic back analyses. Such work would help practi-
tioners gain better insight into the probabilistic approach to
safety, and would encourage more geotechnical engineers to
participate in the discussions on the selection of characteristic
values and partial safety factors.
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